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Women in Clothes is a book unlike any other. It is essentially a conversation among hundreds of

women of all nationalitiesâ€”famous, anonymous, religious, secular, married, single, young, oldâ€”on

the subject of clothing, and how the garments we put on every day define and shape our lives.It

began with a survey. The editors composed a list of more than fifty questions designed to prompt

women to think more deeply about their personal style. Writers, activists, and artists including Cindy

Sherman, Kim Gordon, Kalpona Akter, Sarah Nicole Prickett, Tavi Gevinson, Miranda July, Roxane

Gay, Lena Dunham, and Molly Ringwald answered these questions with photographs, interviews,

personal testimonies, and illustrations.Even our most basic clothing choices can give us confidence,

show the connection between our appearance and our habits of mind, express our values and our

politics, bond us with our friends, or function as armor or disguise. They are the tools we use to

reinvent ourselves and to transform how others see us. Women in Clothes embraces the complexity

of womenâ€™s style decisions, revealing the sometimes funny, sometimes strange, always

thoughtful impulses that influence our daily ritual of getting dressed.
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just received this book from  on friday. finished it sunday afternoon. i didn't really know what to

expect from this book...the write up in a magazine made it sound interesting.it is without a doubt one

of the best books i've ever read. i felt so emotionally drained yet revitalized at the same time. i found

myself veering off into my own thoughts time and again. the book is cathartic, whether you want it to

be or not...sad and funny and just so damn human or should i say woman? plan on crying or at least



getting close, especially if your own mother is gone.i wish i had the words to describe it. you just

have to read it..you really NEED to read it. i have this overwhelming urge now to document my

whole life and send it to the authors.my one tiny critique would be that the print is very, very small

and the layout on some pages defies any real ability to read them without a ruler in hand to go from

line to line. i found that extremely frustrating and gave up on a few pages before i even read the first

word. thankfully, the whole book is not laid out that way or i would have sent it back unread.

This is a collection of conversations, surveys, projects, and quips from women all over. Some are

funny, some are quirky, some are sad, but together they add depth to the idea of fashion. I felt as if I

knew women better after reading this book; sitting in a coffee shop, I felt a certain unity, or at least

an understanding, with the minds of everyone else sitting there. I even looked at myself differently

after reading this, not feeling so neurotic for some of the things I do in my daily (or traveling or

shopping) routine-- the book normalized my experience of choosing and wearing clothes. For being

such a large collection, it was really easy to get through. I would highly recommend this book to

anyone interested in clothes, fashion, psychology (of women in particular), or even in relationships,

because this book touches on far more than the superficial subject of just 'clothes.' A really great

read.

I love fashion, fashion magazines and particularly meditations or essays about what clothes mean

to us, such as the Vogue column where people reminisce about an item of clothing or style icon that

changed their lives. I was expecting, but didn't quite get this in "Women in Clothes."This book

collects interview responses from more than 600 women to a series of questions about clothing.As

some other reviewers have mentioned, I felt this book suffered from too-small type (it was hard for

my 50-ish eyes to read) and from not identifying most of the survey respondents until the end. It

would have been interesting to know more about people than just their names. In some cases, I

wasn't even sure if a person was male or female (there are some transgender individuals). Age,

location, and other identifiers would have given context to the responses.I also felt the book started

off badly with an interview between the authors that read like a literally transcribed phone

conversation--this put me off to the point I almost didn't read the book.Glad I kept going. I did enjoy

this book, but I think the best way to read it is by skimming it and diving in to those that interest you.

Personally, I enjoy reading about people who enjoy fashion, style and clothes and how they make

the most of it, such as artists, entertainers, performers and designers. However, many of the

respondents in this book seemed to actively hate fashion or purposely try NOT to look attractive. I



didn't really care to read about this.This book is very cerebral and may appeal more to you if you are

involved in women's studies, gender studies, in or recently out of college or grad school. It made me

feel a bit old and bourgeois for caring about clothesâ€¦which wasn't what I expected from this book.

I wanted to love this book. Instead I felt overwhelmed and a bit bored. The writing is clever, the idea

great. It just didn't hold my interest as I had hoped. I am sure others will find it dearly engaging.

There are some smart contributors and that makes the book fun to flip through. It did remind me of

being an art student in the early 90s, which was nice to go back to in my mind. And some of the

surveys are just plain fun to read. I like the surveys that are on the book's website.

I was truly hoping for something more insightful that really examined the influence of clothes.

Clothes have an artistic appeal for me and their power in self expression and as functional supports

to life's challenges as well as enhancements to adventures and celebrations is worthy of

exploration. Clothes are like silent companions that travel with you through life, holding memories

like no photograph can. This book didn't even come close to delivering on that. In fact it seemed like

it was a collection of initial research and not such good research at that. The opening is a

transcription of the conversations and emails of the authors as they try to shape the focus of the

book and it is meant as an introduction. It was a signal of what was to come: disjointed, without

focus, irrelevant distractions. It barely grazes what it set out to do. There was one interview in this

book of Nigel Alexander which examined what I thought this book was going to be about but that

was it. Added to that, the authors thought it was creative and charming to present pictures of

people's collections of very uninteresting things such as bobby pins. Pass this one up; it will

disappoint you.
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